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Predicting team success in the iGEM scientific competition  
 
Science of science – Science of success – Science of team science – collaboration network – 
coopetition  
 
Overview. This work investigates criteria of performance and success of teams in a scientific 
context. We leverage laboratory notebooks edited on wiki websites by student teams 
participating to the international Genetically Engineered Machines (iGEM) synthetic biology 
competition to uncover what features of team work best predict short term quality (medals, 
prizes) and long term impact (how the biological parts that teams engineer are re-used by other 
teams).  

For over 10 years, iGEM has been encouraging students to work together to solve real-world 
challenges by building genetically engineered biological systems with standard, inter-changeable 
parts or BioBricks. Student teams design, build and test their projects over the summer and gather 
to present their work and compete at the annual Jamboree. A condition of participation to iGEM 
is that teams document their progress and results on an open wiki website. Given the underlying 
structure of wikis, it is possible to know which team member has edited which part of the wiki, 
and at what time. Team also collaborate with one another, forming a collaboration network. 
Finally, teams are awarded medals and special prizes (short term impact), and the BioBricks that 
they engineer can be later re-used by other teams in later years (long term impact). In this work, 
we investigate how features of team organization (obtained through the wiki) affect team success 
(medals, prizes etc) in this model of science.  

We extracted team information at multiple levels of granularity, as shown in Figure 1A. First, we 
extracted the wiki history and content for 1,551 teams from 2008 to 2016. This information was 
used to build internal team interaction networks. For each team, a bipartite network was 
constructed between the wiki editors (the team students) and the sections edited. Team networks 
were then reconstructed by projecting the bipartite network on the user space, counting the number 
of wiki subsections co-edited by any two students of a team. The obtained number was compared 
to the expected co-edition resulting from a hypergeometric distribution and a Z- score was 
computed. Finally, edges with Z > 2 were deemed significant and kept for further analyses. Teams 
also collaborate with one another, and we extracted for each year the team collaboration network. 
Teams produce BioBricks, and we extracted the number of BioBricks produced and their re-use. 
Finally, success measures were collected, consisting of the type of medal (None, Bronze, Silver or 
Gold), number of special prizes, nomination as a Finalist and as a Winner of the competition.  

Analysis of the data showed a saturation of team productivity, as measured by the total number of 
BioBricks produced, for teams larger than size 10. We then observed two trends for small (<10) 
and large teams (≥10) (Figure 1B). For small teams only, we observed that team size (measured 
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by number of wiki editors), wiki size (number of wiki section) and degree in the team collaboration 
network (number of collaborations with other teams) were decisive factors to win high quality 
medals. For both small and large teams, we found that higher productivity per capita both in wiki 
edition (number of edits, number of sections edited) and BioBricks (number of BioBricks produced 
per editor), as well as prior experience in the competition (fraction of the team that previously 
participated to iGEM) were significant predictors. Finally, while team size or wiki size did not 
matter for large teams, we observed that the ones with higher team network density and largest 
connected component were significantly more successful in the competition.  

In summary, we present a unique multi-scale dataset capturing team performance and success in a 
scientific context. The longitudinal aspect of the data exhibits the role of prior experience as well 
as the importance of scaling (small teams) and organizing (large teams) to meet productivity 
standards and achieve team success in the context of the iGEM competition. 

 

Figure 1 Overview of the dataset. A. Over 10 years, 2,000+ teams have participated to 
the iGEM competition, documenting their progress and results on open wiki websites. Team 
internal networks are reconstructed from wiki notebooks co-edition. Teams collaborate with one 
another, forming a collaboration network. They produce BioBricks by combining previously made 
BioBricks or engineering new ones. Finally, team success is determined by the prizes and medals 
they receive, as well as their BioBricks re-use by other teams. B. We computed the partial 
correlation between team features and medal quality (no medal, bronze, silver or gold), thereby 
correcting for the other features. Stars indicate significance as shown. We divide features in three 
groups: features predictive for small teams (<10 editors), for large teams (≥10) and for both small 
and large teams. 

 
  


